Dream Builders

(Chorus) I got big dreams, doin’ big things... GRADUATION
Showin’ up for class, stayin’ on task... EDUCATION
Always on the grind, greatness on my mind... DEDICATION
Future’s lookin’ bright, happy life... that’s my MOTIVATION

Education is the focus, love’s the centerpiece
In this community, together we’re building dreams
We build each other up through our actions and our speech
And we stand upon the shoulders of others to help us reach
Expectations we set high, because greatness is inside
Every person, that’s for certain; now we’re waving bye-bye
To mediocrity, no more games... monopoly
Above and beyond, that’s a P61 philosophy

Hold up. Philosophy? (Like Socrates)
Breakin’ down walls and hypocrisies
Stereotypes never meant much to me
So no matter what you think I will succeed
By gainin’ this knowledge I’m creatin’ options
Like goin’ to college and solvin’ my problems
I never give up so don’t plan on me stoppin’
It’s time to move, get up stop watchin’
They talk about smart, they talk about us
Like the great Rosa Parks, we on that bus
It’s where courage is kindness, that’s the Mustang way
We work hard toward our goals every single day!

(Chorus)
Practicin’ manners with vocab and grammar
Words carry weight just like Thor with his hammer
Lyrics go out to whoever can handle
The truth on this track sheddin’ light... candle
Stayin’ away from the gossip and scandal
A difficult task but got no room to gamble
Wherever I go I will lead by example
Impossible? Na, lions and Daniel!

Life’s not a tour but you are a guide
Mountains of knowledge, Oh, we’re gonna climb
Teaching us daily to overcome laziness, like a Mercedes you’re givin’ us drive
Destined for greatness, you step in this place and refresh us with grace,
you’re no less than amazin’
Your participation is key; that’s how we roll... skatin’

Participatin’ and learnin’ more; to graduate that’s what it’s for
Havin’ pride and payin’ attention; we never get in school detention
Good behavior and good grades; when it comes to school don’t be afraid
So come along with good attitudes; don’t let nobody, mislead you

(Chorus)